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"Photography for me is not looking, it's feeling. If you can't feel what you're looking at, then you're never going to get
others to feel anything when they look at your pictures."
— Don McCullin

Food Photography Quintessentials

Click on the photo to view more of Jacob's work!
Photo Credit: Jacob Boavista IG: @boavistajacob [Montreal, QC]
Capturing alluring photos of food may seem like an easy task, but it can be quite challenging to decide which background
and tools would be appropriate for that perfect shot. From the right lighting, to the best angle, it can be useful to learn some
important tips and tricks.
Read the following article by 'Love and Olive Oil' to discover great food photography essentials.

Food Photography

Ideas for Landscape Photography

Photo Credit: Jf Brou Unsplash: @j rou [The Lower Mainland, BC]
The art of capturing nature in a seemingly unrealistic beauty is what we call landscape photography. There is so much
charm in this world that has the potential to be enhanced through each click of your camera. However, the amount of time
and patience that a photographer has invested in each photograph is likely not realized by most. Visiting diﬀerent places,
and looking at all the grandeur that our nature has to oﬀer, entices us to capture the moment as it is; to be remembered and
cherished forever. Here is an article by National Geographic for some rather helpful idea generation!

Read More

AYSA Aspirations
It has been a pleasure having Sejal on board with us as a college intern this fall. She will be missed and we wish her all the
best in her future endeavors. Through this partnership, a door has been opened to welcome more interns down the road, as
we continue to evolve. With gratitude, we look forward to the possibilities.

Wildlife Photography - Camera Ready

Click on the photo to view more of Pete's work!
Photo Credit: Pete Nuij IG: @pete_nuij [Langley, BC]
Sometimes it is be er to sit back and listen to what the ﬁeld experts have to say. We found an amazing article by Martin
Bailey, where he talks about "How to Always Be Ready to Shoot". Grab a cup of coﬀee and relax as you listen/read the
podcast in the link below.

Listen to Podcast

Celebrating the Diversity of Our Clients
Ōmisoka - 31st December 2020
Ōmisoka, a Japanese holiday, is all about preparing "to move forward in the right direction" for the coming year. This
important festival is celebrated to make sure that there are no more loose ends at the end of the year and the following year
can be a new beginning for everyone. Like in many other cultures, families get together to spend some much-needed quality
time and to have a bowl of Toshikoshi udon or soba. It is tradition to eat long noodles on the last day of the current year to
transition over to the next year. Many people visit temples at the end of the day to properly celebrate Ōmisoka.

Know More

We Would Love to Hear from You!
Have you enjoyed Sejal's newsle ers? Feel free to send her a note before the end of the term.

Coming Up in a Future Issue
We were hoping to talk about tributes in this newsle er, however, by next time, there should be more to tell. In time for the
holidays, a 2020 treat awaits!

This newsletter was prepared by Sejal Mittal from the Sport & Event Marketing program at George Brown College.
Thank you for reading!
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